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ABSTRACT
Knowledge about formal (semantic) interpretations of natu-
ral language domain descriptions is crucial for avoiding com-
munication overheads between domain experts and knowl-
edge engineers. In this paper we report preliminary results
of an empirical study in which we investigated in which way
natural language statements are formalized by knowledge
engineers. We summarize the findings of our study and dis-
cuss aspects to be taken into account in order to avoid addi-
tional (often not needed) iterations in configuration knowl-
edge engineering processes. This work is exploratory and
intended to figure out open issues for future work.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2 [SOFTWARE ENGINEERING]: Require-
ments/Specification—Elicitation methods

General Terms
Algorithms, Theory

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge evolution [1, 2] can be characterized as the task
of integrating new knowledge into a knowledge base (e.g., a
configuration knowledge base or a feature model).
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In this context, the translation of informally described do-
main knowledge into a formal representation is a major
source of faulty constraints and resulting redundancies and
inconsistencies (see, for example, Felfernig et al. [3]).

The major goal of this paper is to analyze statements typ-
ically used for specifying configuration (variability) knowl-
edge and to point out potential sources and reasons for erro-
neous translations (formalizations). For demonstration pur-
poses, we focus on a constraint-based representation [4, 5]
which is a wide-spread representation used for the specifi-
cation of configuration models and feature models [6, 7, 8].
For a detailed discussion of formal configuration knowledge
representations and their (dis)advantages, we refer to [9].

A neglected area of research are issues related to knowledge
understandability and problems when transforming infor-
mally specified knowledge into a formal representation [10].
In this paper we (1) sketch typical ways in which configu-
ration knowledge is translated into a corresponding formal
representation and (2) present preliminary results of an em-
pirical study which analyzes modeling errors in configuration
knowledge engineering processes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we provide a short overview of concepts used for con-
figuration knowledge representation. Thereafter, we present
the results of an empirical study which focused on analyzing
which types of errors can occur when translating informally
defined configuration knowledge into a formal representation
(Section 3). Threats to validity are discussed in Section 4.
A discussion of related work is provided in Section 5. The
paper is concluded with Section 6.

2. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
Often used concepts for formalizing the properties of a con-
figurable product are introduced in this section. First, we
introduce a formal definition of a configuration task and a
corresponding configuration (solution).
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Definition: Configuration Task. A configuration task can
be defined as a constraint satisfaction problem (V, D, C) [4,
5] where V = {v1, v2, ..., vn} is a set of finite domain vari-
ables, D = {dom(v1), dom(v2), ..., dom(vn)} represents a set
of corresponding variable domains, and C = CKB ∪ REQ
represents a set of constraints. CKB is the configuration
knowledge base (the configuration model) and REQ repre-
sents a set of user (customer) requirements.

Definition: Configuration. A configuration (solution) S for a
given configuration task (V, D, CKB ∪REQ) is represented
by an assignment S = {ins(v1), ins(v2), ..., ins(vn)} where
ins(vi) ∈ dom(vi) and S is complete and consistent with the
constraints in CKB ∪REQ.

On the basis of these definitions, we now discuss different
modeling concepts that can be used to express configura-
tion knowledge on a formal level. Note that we only discuss
concepts investigated in our empirical study, for a detailed
overview of modeling concepts for representing variability
knowledge we refer to [9, 11].

Incompatibilities and Compatibilities. Given two finite do-
main variables va and vb with the corresponding variable
domains dom(va) = {a1,a2,a3} and dom(vb) = {b1,b2,b3},
an incompatibility constraint states that specific values of
va must not be combined with specific values of vb. An ex-
ample of such an incompatibility is incomp(va(a1),vb(b2))
which states that the values a1 and b2 of the correspond-
ing variables must not be combined in the same configura-
tion.1 In contrast, compatibility constraints specify possi-
ble combinations of specific variable values. For example,
comp(va(a1),vb(b1)) states that the combination of va=a1,
vb=b1 is one (among several) allowed combination(s) in the
set of possible configurations. In this example, no other
combination is allowed to be part of a configuration result.
Alternative representations and nuances in semantic inter-
pretations will be discussed in Section 3. In our empirical
study we were interested in the following general questions
related to (in)compatibilities.

• Q1: is the relationship between compatibility and in-
compatibility specifications clear for knowledge engi-
neers and what are major aspects to be taken into
account when specifying such constraints?

• Q2: what are preferred formalizations of (in)compa-
tibilities and which modeling traps exist?

Requires. Given two finite domain variables va and vb with
the corresponding variable domains dom(va) = {a1,a2,a3}
and dom(vb) = {b1,b2,b3}, a requires constraint states
that given specific values of va, the domain of vb has to
be restricted in a certain fashion. An example of such a
requires relationship is requires(va(a1),vb({b2,b3})) which
states that if va has the value a1, vb must be instantiated
with values out of {b2,b3}. In our empirical study we were
interested in the following related questions.

• Q3: what are major aspects to be taken into account
when specifying requires relationships?

• Q4: what are preferred formalizations of requires rela-
tionships and which modeling traps exist?

1In the area of software product lines [12], incompatibilities
are expressed in terms of excludes relationships (which have
the same semantics as incompatibilities).

Additional Issues. Beside basic (in)compatibility and re-
quirements relationships, we were interested in the question
to which extent knowledge engineers are able to detect re-
dundancies in constraint sets and what are the related efforts
(Q5). Finally, we investigated how existing configuration
knowledge bases are translated into a corresponding textual
representation (Q6). The reason for this question was to
attain an overview of variations in semantic interpretations.

3. EMPIRICAL STUDY
For the purposes of our empirical study, we introduced vari-
ables and corresponding domain definitions from the prod-
uct domain of financial services. These variables serve as a
basis for the inclusion of additional constraints. Additional
constraints are specified on an informal level and the task
of the subjects of our study was to select a corresponding
formal semantics. This way, we are able to get an impres-
sion of how natural language based configuration knowledge
representations are typically interpreted by knowledge engi-
neers. The variables and domains defined for our financial
services configuration knowledge base are the following.

V = {willingness to take risks (wr), return rate (rr),
investment period(ip)}.
dom(wr) = dom(rr) = {low, medium, high}.
dom(ip)={shortterm, mediumterm, longterm}.

In our study, N=10 knowledge engineers (also denoted as
”subjects”) with expertise in the development and mainte-
nance of configuration knowledge bases were confronted with
knowledge engineering tasks (all subjects were male). The
subjects successfully completed their studies of Computer
Science (at two Austrian universities) and had 2-5 years of
experiences in the development of constraint-based applica-
tions. 50% of the subjects already had experiences in the de-
velopment of commercial configuration and recommendation
knowledge bases. All the subjects had both, experiences in
the textual specification of constraints (e.g., when using con-
straint solving libraries) and in the graphical specification
of constraints (feature models and tabular-based configura-
tion knowledge representations). Subjects with industrial
background were recruited from two companies providing
configuration and recommendation technologies.

The knowledge engineering tasks and related results of the
study are discussed in the following paragraphs. In this
context,

√
means ”correct alternative” and × ”not a correct

alternative” for the given task. Clearly, this information is
only provided for improving the readability of the paper but
has not been disclosed to the study participants. In the
following, we describe each task and then discuss (on an
informal level) typical modeling problems that occurred.

Task 1 – Interdependencies between Compatibilities and In-
compatibilities. Subjects were confronted with the following
informal statement and related alternative formalizations.
The task was to select appropriate knowledge representa-
tions (see Table 1) and to explicitly define criteria to be
taken into account when specifying (in)compatibilities.
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In our example (Table 1), Alternatives 1 and 2 are correct
representations. Alternative 3 should not be selected since a
combination of compatibilities and incompatibilities leaves
room for semantic interpretations (what is the semantics of
a value combination that is not represented as compatibility
and also not represented as incompatibility?). Therefore,
Alternative 3 is not a reasonable option.

Natural Language
Statement (s)

Appropriate Formalization?

1) {incompatible(rr=high,
wr=low)}. √

A low willingness
to take risks is
incompatible
with a high

expected return
rate.

2) {compatible(rr=high,
wr=medium), compatible(rr=high,
wr=high), ..., compatible(rr=low,

wr=high).} √

3) combination of compatible and
incompatible statements. ×

Table 1: Interdependencies between Compatibilities
and Incompatibilities.

In Task 1, each of the subjects selected correct formalizations
(only one subject additionally selected the 3rd alternative).
An important criterion (specified by the subjects) when for-
malizing natural language domain descriptions seems to be
that formalizations should ”intuitively” reflect the natural
language text. Not having an ”intuitive” translation triggers
additional cognitive efforts. One important criteria regard-
ing the choice between compatibility and incompatibility
constraints is the following: if a majority of value combina-
tions is compatible, the (minority) incompatibilities should
be specified (and vice-versa).

Task 2 – Requires: Same LHS. Subjects were confronted
with the following statement and related formalizations (see
Table 2). The informal statement can be formalized by Al-
ternative 1 (RHS with ∧-connected conditions) or Alterna-
tive 3 (two separate requires conditions).

Natural Language
Statement (s)

Appropriate Formalization?

1) rr=high → (wr = high ∧ ip =
longterm).

√
A high expected

return rate requires
a high willingness
to take risks. A
high expected

return rate
requires a longterm
investment period.

2) rr=high → (wr = high ∨ ip =
longterm). ×

3) rr=high → wr = high.
rr=high → ip = longterm.

√

Table 2: Requires: Same LHS.

The results related to Task 2 are the following. There was
no preferred formalization. The selected formalizations were
equally distributed between Alternative 1 and Alternative 3.

No participant selected both correct alternatives. Alterna-
tive 1 seems to be a more compact representation, however,
further experiments are needed to figure out which type of
representation has a higher degree of maintainability.

Task 3 – Requires: Same RHS. Subjects were confronted
with the following informal statement and related alterna-
tive formalizations (see Table 3). The informal statement
can be formalized as Alternative 1 (two separate conditions)
or Alternative 2 (LHS with ∨-connected conditions). Alter-
native 3 is not valid.

Natural Language
Statement (s)

Appropriate Formalization?

1) ip=shortterm → wr =
high. rr=high → wr =

high.
√

A shortterm investment
period as well as a high

expected return rate
require a high

willingness to take risks.

2) ip=shortterm ∨ rr=high
→ wr = high.

√

3) (ip = shortterm → wr =
high) ∨ (rr = high → wr =

high). ×

Table 3: Requires: Same RHS.

In Task 3, subjects had no preferred formalization and the
selected formalizations were equally distributed between Al-
ternative 1 and Alternative 2 (only one subject additionally
chose the 3rd alternative). The majority of subjects did not
choose both alternatives. Alternative 2 has a slightly more
direct translation, however, further studies are needed to
analyze in more detail the relative advantages of the repre-
sentation alternatives.

Task 4 – Requires: OR in RHS. Subjects were confronted
with the following informal statement and related alterna-
tive formalizations (see Table 4). The informal statement
can be formalized by Alternative 2 or Alternative 3. Alter-
native 1 and Alternative 4 are not valid.

Natural Language
Statement (s)

Appropriate Formalization?

1) rr = high → ip = longterm. rr
= high → wr = high. ×

A high expected
return rate
requires a
longterm

investment
period or a high

willingness to
take risks.

2) rr = high → ip = longterm ∨
wr = high.

√

3) (rr = high → ip = longterm) ∨
(rr = high → wr = high).

√
4) (rr = high → ip = longterm) ∧

(rr = high → wr = high). ×

Table 4: Requires: OR in RHS.
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The results related to Task 4 are the following. The major-
ity of subjects (80%) selected Alternative 2. Two subjects
also selected (the faulty) Alternatives 1 and 4. Alternative
2 seems to be a ”direct” translation and also be the more
”compact” one compared to Alternative 3.

Task 5 – Detectability of Redundancies. This task (see Table
5) was defined in terms of a knowledge base (represented
as CSP) with redundant constraints, i.e., constraints that
are in some cases not needed for expressing the intended
semantics. More formally, a constraint ci ∈ C is redundant
if C − {ci} |= ci. In this context, examples of redundant
constraints are c0 and c5 since both are covered by c9.

Variables and
Domains

Redundant Constraints?

c0 : v8 6= v9. ×
c1 : v9 6= v10.

√
c2 : v2 6= v9.

√
V = {v1, ..., v10}

dom(vi = {1,2,3}) c3 : v3 = 1.
√

c4 : v10 6= v8.
√

c5 : v9 6= v8. ×
c6 : v4 > v2.

√
c7 : v2 6= v10.

√
c8 : v8 ≥ v7.

√
c9 : v9 > v8.

√
c10 : v2 6= v8.

√

Table 5: Detectability of Redundancies.

In Task 5, there were no majorities regarding the selection
of the correct alternative(s). However, subjects who chose a
faulty alternative invested less time for analyzing the prob-
lem (avg. 113.0 sec. vs. 153.3 sec.). This result shows that
an automated redundancy detection mechanism is needed
since redundant constraints could not be identified correctly
even in small settings (10 variables and 10 constraints).

Task 6 – Expressing Compatibility Properties. Subjects were
confronted with the following informal statement and re-
lated alternative formalizations (see Table 6). The informal
statement can be formalized by Alternative 4 – all other al-
ternatives are not valid since the compatibility is expressed
in one direction (information about the other direction is
not available).

Natural Language
Statement (s)

Appropriate Formalization?

1) rr = high ↔ wr = high. ×
A high expected

return rate is
only compatible

with a high
willingness to

take risks.

2) rr = high ∧ wr = high. ×

3) rr = wr. ×
4) rr = high → wr = high.

√

Table 6: Expressing Compatibility Properties.

The results related to Task 6 are the following. The seman-

tics of compatibilities seems to be unclear in this context.
The term ”A is only compatible with B” implies a direc-
tion of the compatibility, i.e., A is only compatible with B
but this does not mean that B is only compatible with A.
However, an equivalence is often assumed by knowledge en-
gineers and in many cases (60%) Alternative 1 has been se-
lected as correct solution. In order to avoid such situations,
the other direction should be specified as well (e.g., ”B is
only compatible with A”). An insight in this context is that
”directed” incompatibilities should rather be specified as ”re-
quires” constraints. Otherwise, potential misinterpretations
of knowledge engineers could occur.

Task 7 – Preferred Incompatibility Representations. Sub-
jects were confronted with the following informal statement
and related alternative formalizations (see Table 7). The
informal statement can be formalized by both alternatives.

Natural Language
Statement (s)

Appropriate Formalization?

1) ¬(ip = shortterm ∧ rr = high).
√

A shortterm
investment
period is

incompatible
with a high

expected return
rate.

2) ip = shortterm→ ¬rr = high.
√

Table 7: Preferred Incompatibility Representations.

The results related to Task 7 are the following. There is no
clear ”winner” but most of the subjects did not select both
alternatives. In Task 7, the second alternative seems to be
more or less a 1:1 representation of the natural language
specification whereas Alternative 1 is a wide-spread repre-
sentation of incompatibilities in the configuration context.

Task 8 – Combined Properties in Requires Relations. Sub-
jects were confronted with the following informal statement
and related alternative formalizations (see Table 8). The
statement can be formalized by Alternative 3.

Natural Language
Statement (s)

Appropriate Formalization?

A return rate which is
not low and not medium
requires an investment

period which is not
shortterm and not

mediumterm.

1) rr 6= low → ip 6=
shortterm ∧ ip

6= mediumterm. rr 6=
medium → ip 6= shortterm
∧ ip 6= mediumterm. ×

2) rr = high ↔ ip =
longterm. ×

3) ¬ ip = longterm → ¬ rr
= high.

√

Table 8: Combined Properties in Requires Rela-
tions.
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The results related to Task 8 are the following. All sub-
jects chose Alternatives 1 and 2 as the correct ones. This
is a direct consequence of the complex textual description
which has easier to understand alternative representations,
for example, a high expected return rate requires a longterm
investment period. The complexity of the textual description
can be explained by the explicit representation of irrelevant
settings (i.e., not low, not medium, not shortterm, and not
mediumterm) instead of directly specifying the relevant (al-
lowed) ones. There are parallels to the selection between
compatibility and incompatibility relationships (see Task 1)
since incompatibilities should only be specified if their num-
ber is low. Alternative 3 has not been identified as correct
solution – a major reason is also that there is no direct corre-
spondence between the formalization and the corresponding
textual representation.

Task 9 – Alternative Incompatibility Formulation. Subjects
were confronted with the following informal statement and
related alternative formalizations (see Table 9). The state-
ment should be formalized by Alternative 1.

Natural Language
Statement (s)

Appropriate Formalization?

1) ip = shortterm ↔ wr = low.
√

A shortterm
investment

period is only
compatible with
a low willingness
to take risks (and

vice-versa).

2) ip = shortterm ∧ wr = low. ×

3) ip = shortterm → wr = low. ×

Table 9: Alternative Incompatibility Formulation.

The results related to Task 9 are the following. The majority
of subjects (90%) chose the correct alternative (1). In con-
trast to Task 6, the semantics of the compatibility is clear
due to the fact that both directions are clearly specified.

Task 10 – Textual Representation of Configuration Models.
Subjects were confronted with the configuration (feature)
model depicted in Figure 1. This model had to be described
on a textual level. The formal semantics of feature models is
shown in Table 10 (see also [9]). The result related to Task
10 is the following. A major issue with the textual explana-
tions of the formalization of Figure 1 was the description of
alternatives. In 90% of the textual descriptions no clear ”or”
semantics could be identified, i.e., the ”or” was mentioned
in the text but no further information regarding the type
of ”or” relationship could be identified. As a consequence,
alternatives have to be described in a more concise fashion
(e.g., in terms of ”either or”) in order to avoid unintended
formalizations.

4. THREATS TO VALIDITY
We are aware of the fact that the sample size of our initial
user study is rather small. However, our goal was to gain
initial insights to where semantic interpretations of natural
language domain descriptions can become problematic. The

Relation-
ship/Constraint

Semantics

mandatory(P,C) P ↔ C
optional(P,C) C → P

or(P,C1, C2, ..., Cn)
P ↔ (C1 ∨ C2 ∨ ... ∨ Cn)

alternative (C1 ↔ (¬C2 ∧ ... ∧ ¬Cn ∧ P )) ∧
(P,C1, C2, ..., Cn) (C2 ↔ (¬C1 ∧ ... ∧ ¬Cn ∧ P )) ∧ ... ∧

(Cn ↔ (¬C1 ∧ ... ∧ ¬Cn−1... ∧ P ))
requires(P,C) P → C
excludes(P,C) ¬P ∨ ¬C

Table 10: Semantics of feature model concepts (P ,
C, and Ci represent individual features).

results of this initial study are an important input for future
work which will include empirical studies with larger user
communities. A major focus of our user study were different
types of compatibilities and incompatibilities. Other model-
ing concepts such as generalization hierarchies, partonomies,
and hierarchies of optional and mandatory relationships (in
feature models) have not been taken into account which lim-
its the study results to specific constraint types. Additional
modeling concepts and constraints will be a major focus of
our future studies. We also want to emphasize that the
examples used in the user study are solely based on the au-
thors’ experiences from industry projects but do not claim
to be complete, i.e., a major focus of our future work will be
a more in-depth analysis of the way domain experts spec-
ify product domain knowledge and knowledge engineers in-
terpret these formulations. This will require an in-depth
analysis of industrial product domain descriptions as well as
a more in-depth study design that allows a more detailed
answering of questions such as In which way do domain ex-
perts specify their domain knowledge and what are major
sources of incorrect formalizations of knowledge engineers?,
In which way should domain experts specify product domain
knowledge such that the number of faulty formalizations can
be minimized?, and How do knowledge engineers describe
specific formalizations and what are major sources of misun-
derstandings by domain experts? In this context we will also
take into account approaches to ambiguity handling which
already play an important role, for example, in the context
of software requirements engineering [13].

5. RELATED WORK
Knowledge understandability is a crucial factor for success-
ful knowledge evolution [14, 15, 16]. Baumeister et al. [17]
discuss different types of refactoring methods for knowledge
bases. For example, if a question or a variable value in a
knowledge base is never used, these items can be proposed
for deletion. Other examples of refactoring operations are
the simplification of questions by reducing the set of possible
answers, completely deleting irrelevant questions which do
not reduce the solution space, and integrating rules with the
same right hand side. In the same line, Gil and Tallis [18]
show how to support change operations by providing explicit
rules that help to assure the correctness of knowledge base
change operations. Mehrotra et al. [19] show the applica-
tion of a clustering algorithm in the context of understanding
axioms in ontologies. Identified clusters are visualized and
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Figure 1: Configuration (Feature) Model used in the empirical study (participants had to explain the feature
model on a textual (informal) level).

can be inspected by knowledge engineers. Felfernig et al.
[10] present the results of an empirical study dedicated to
the analysis of easy to understand knowledge patterns. The
authors discuss a couple of rules that should be taken into
account when building knowledge bases (using a constraint-
based representation). Examples are the correct usage of
relational expressions and implications. On the basis of this
work, Felfernig et al. [20] analyzed the understandability
of further knowledge patterns (e.g., the understandability of
different types of requires and compatibility representations)
and showed the applicability of recommendation technolo-
gies (collaborative filtering and clustering algorithms) as a
means to improve knowledge understandability. The au-
thors of [21] introduce concepts that allow the automation
of knowledge base testing and debugging on the basis of
model-based diagnosis [22]. Felfernig et al. [23] extend this
approach by showing how to identify leading diagnoses, i.e.,
diagnoses with a high probability of being the source of a
given inconsistency beetween a test suite and a (configura-
tion) knowledge base. In the line of this work, Felfernig et al.
[24] introduce concepts for identifying redundant constraints
in knowledge bases, i.e., constraints that do not change the
semantics (set of possible solutions) of a knowledge base.
Felfernig et al. [25] integrate previous research results pre-
sented in [21, 20] by showing how to apply conflict [26] and
redundancy detection algorithms [24] for the detection of
well-formedness violations. A well-formedness rule is a kind
of generalized test case that describes (un)intended struc-
tures in knowledge bases. For example, if a variable domain
value can not be part of any configuration, it does not make
sense to include this value in the variable domain. As an
alternative, Felfernig et al. [25] show how to explain such

situations in terms of an indication which model elements
have to be changed in such a way that all well-formedness
rules are fulfilled.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the results of an empirical study
which focused on modeling issues in the context of configura-
tion model development. We provided an overview of seman-
tic interpretations of natural language descriptions typically
applied by knowledge engineers and discussed basic misun-
derstandings that can occur in such modeling contexts. Re-
lated examples are faulty translations of directed incompati-
bilities (also known as requires constraints), no ”direct” cor-
respondence between textual domain knowledge represen-
tations and correspnding formalizations, and underspecified
or-relationships making a concise formalization infeasible.
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